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Preface

Preface
Composing textbooks for young students takes special care. For what we know is that good textbooks
further spark the natural curiosity of young minds by nourishing them with a steady diet of coveted
knowledge. What Daniel R. Fredrick and Deborah M. Loe have managed to achieve in their Prelude to
Latin series is quite remarkable: within a four-volume set, they have rescued elements of a classical
language education from the sole provinces of the university, for most universities have lost their initial
interest in the classical world by squandering their opportunity to teach one of the foundational tenets of
the humanities—Latin.
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These introductory texts—designed for young students—recapture that initial classical spirit by
achieving two important goals. First, the authors have made the initial learning of a complex foreign
language interesting and fun for young minds. Second, this learning is presented relationally, proceeding
from vocabulary through grammar to translation. This special combination makes learning Latin more
accessible, congenial, and enlightening. This better prepares students for further linguistic study.

EV

With Prelude to Latin, the authors make ample use of rhetorical hooks—starting with familiar words,
using repetition to foster recursive learning, introducing contrary notions to illustrate comparisons—all
of which allows students to build connections between Latin and English. This relational approach, as
most educators understand, is valuable because students are best suited to grasp and retain related ideas.
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These connections, I think, also broaden students’ horizons when they focus not only on the proper use
of language (grammar), but also on the effective use of language (rhetoric). For what we hope is that the
larger goal of gaining competence in language use will foster a competence in understanding abstract
ideas. As teachers of language, we know that a grammatical and rhetorical understanding of language
promotes a better comprehension of and a deeper sensitivity to the different states of the human mind
and soul because human values are often given grammatical and rhetorical expressions in the form of
statements, questions, commands, wishes, and prayers.
David Christopher Ryan
University of San Francisco
San Francisco, 2003

© 2016 Confluence Courseware, LLC All rights reserved.
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Foreword
1. Prīmī Gradūs (first steps) intended for 3rd graders or anyone new (young or old) to the Latin language
2. Secundī Gradūs (second steps) intended for fourth graders, or those continuing the series
3. Tertiī Gradūs (third steps) intended for fifth graders
4. Quartī Gradūs (fourth steps) intended for sixth graders

PR

We have designed the Prelude to Latin series to guide teachers and students through basic Latin
concepts which should equip the student with the necessary knowledge in order to achieve competence
and even excel in junior high and high school Latin programs. Prelude to Latin is unique in that it
requires students to engage not only in basic cognitive skills (memorization) but also in the application
of the language. Just as students learn English through reading and writing, so too will they learn Latin
through reading and writing. Whereas many Latin primers focus on acontextual memorization, Prelude
to Latin forces students not only to develop a large vocabulary but also to use the language through
meaningful application. To that end teachers and students will find themselves translating and writing in
Latin almost immediately. Students find great enjoyment in doing these tasks, as we have often seen in
our own classes at Coram Deo Academy.
Deus vōbīscum,
Daniel R. Fredrick
Deborah M. Loe
Coram Deo Academy

About the authors:
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♦ Daniel R. Fredrick holds a Ph.D. in English (Rhetoric) from Texas Christian University. He is
assistant professor of Rhetoric at the American University.
♦ Deborah M. Loe holds an M.A. in Linguistics from UT Arlington. She teaches Latin, German
and Speech at Coram Deo Academy and English to international students at the University of
Dallas.
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Foreword

To the Parents
We’ve all heard the slur: “Latin is a dead language.” In reality, it’s really just half dead. Let me
explain. There are four acts one can do with language: SPEAK, LISTEN, READ and WRITE.
Speaking and listening refer to orality, and reading and writing refer to literacy. Latin is no
longer spoken. This is true. Thus, its usefulness to orality seems obsolete. However, Latin still
influences literacy. Many today still enjoy reading Latin. Unless a language fails all four
categories, it is not dead. Cuneiform is dead. Latin is alive.

PR

If we believe that a language is dead as soon as two of the four categories are obsolete, we must
believe that Latin was always a dead language. Why?
Although literacy was evolving rapidly in the educated circles in ancient Rome, Rome was still
predominantly an oral society. Texts were recited to large groups by a few who could read. So,
to the Romans, reading and writing were not common practices. Thus, like us, Romans used
only half of the functions of the Latin language. The average Roman wrote and read Latin about
as much, and as often, as we speak and listen to Latin today—rarely, if ever. Anyone who
claims that Latin is dead today must also believe that Latin was a dead language to the Romans,
a position which ignores other important dynamics of language use, a position which
unintentionally ignores the value of literacy (certainly a strange—not to mention illogical—
argument for anyone to make today since we are a highly literate society).
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That Latin is a dead language, of course, is nonsense. Speaking is not the sole reason for
studying a language. After all, being able to read Pliny is perhaps more appealing than being
able to say “Ubi est latrina, Where is the bathroom?”
Hoping to remove a common prejudice and hoping to reinstate the value of Latin to literacy
education, we are quite delighted you have decided to include Latin in your child’s education. It
is a sound decision.
Studying Latin will improve powers of expression. The logic of Latin simplifies the study of
grammar, and because Latin is an inflective language, it will heighten stylistic and rhetorical
sensitivities.

© 2016 Confluence Courseware, LLC All rights reserved.
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Salvēte Discipulī et Discipulae
Hello Students:
I love Latin more and more everyday. The other day I was reading Cicero, an ancient
Roman lawyer who spoke and wrote Latin, and he was explaining why the sun is called
“sōl.”
Sōl is the Latin word for sun, which is where we get “solar” as in “solar system” or
“solstice” as in “summer solstice.”

PR

Anyway, Cicero was saying that sōl came from the word “sōlus,” which, in Latin, is an
adjective which means “alone.” The reason why the sun comes from sōlus is that, even
though the sun is one of many billions of stars in the universe, when it shines, its light is
so strong that we can’t see any other star except the sun. And therefore, the sun, when it
shines, appears all alone.

EV

See how Latin gives you insight into language?

Those who like language usually love Latin. And those who take it just because they have
to usually get really good at language.

IEW

Whether you already like Latin, are unsure, or have to take it, Latin is one of the best
subjects to experience in your education.
Undoubtedly, it was one of my favorites.
Daniel R. Fredrick, Ph.D.

4
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Foreword

Dēdicātiō
I urge my nieces, Emily, Amelia, Sydney, and Andrea (and nephew Ronnie), to begin
studying Latin. I hope this book makes the beginning of Latin more accessible for them
and hope that it inspires them to continue their Latin studies.
I dedicate this textbook to them.
In addition, I want to dedicate this book to all the Latin students at Coram Deo Academy
for all their hard work, sterling behavior, and respect for their Magister.
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Daniel R. Fredrick, Magister

Dēdicātiō
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I dedicate this book to my children, Joshua, Abigail, Rebekah, and Naomi, whose study
of Latin inspired me to further study, and to Mathias and Charlotte, my grandchildren, in
hopes that they will discover the beauty and simplicity of Latin in the years ahead.
Certainly I must thank my students at Coram Deo, whose study of Latin gave me insight
into revising these editions and proved to me once again that language study can be fun!
Deborah M. Loe, Magistra
Credits

Many thanks to the following Latin students who edited this edition.
A. Aurzada
M. Rogers

D. Davis
J. Scott

R. Dewey
T. Sharp

C. Jones
M. Tester

A. Kernen
R. Yates

A. Raybon

Goals of A Prelude to Latin: Quartī Gradus, Fourth Steps
Although any newcomer to the Latin language will find A Prelude to Latin: Quartī
Gradus, Fourth Steps accessible for introductory studies, its ideal audience is young
students in grade 6, who will eventually continue their studies using such reputable Latin
texts as Jenny’s Latin or Wheelock’s Latin, both successfully used at high school and
college level.
The goals of A Prelude to Latin: Primi Gradus, Secundi Gradus, Tertii Gradus, and
Quartī Gradūs are the following:
© 2016 Confluence Courseware, LLC All rights reserved.
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♦ To instill sound study habits
♦ To learn vocabulary thoroughly (which means not only memorizing words, but
also memorizing the genitive singular and the gender of nouns)
♦ To learn functional pronunciation and basic oral phrases
♦ To acquire permanent retention of all vocabulary words and grammatical concepts
♦ To learn how subjects differ from objects of prepositions and the case endings for
each

PR

♦ To learn the first and second declensions.
♦ To learn present tense

EV

♦ To learn how first and second declension adjectives modify nouns
♦ To begin two of the most difficult yet important skills: translating English into
Latin and Latin into English
♦ To learn the Lord’s Prayer and other Latin phrases

IEW

♦ To develop an early enthusiasm for the language
Daniel R. Fredrick, Magister
Deborah M. Loe, Magistra
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Lesson I (Review)

Lesson I (Review)
Pronunciation
THE ENGLISH ALPHABET:

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn

PR

Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

Latin has no (Jj) and no (Ww). Words with (Yy) and (Zz) are from Greek origin.

EV

THE LATIN ALPHABET:

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii -- Kk Ll Mm Nn

IEW

Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv -- Xx Yy Zz

Opportunities to speak Latin are rare, other than using some phrases with our friends. So
our main goal is to be able to translate Latin. Nevertheless, we will look at some guides
for pronouncing Latin so that in class we can read Latin aloud properly and recite well.
Today no one knows for sure exactly how Latin was pronounced because there were no
tape recorders to record the exact sounds of Latin. Quite possibly Romans in different
areas pronounced words differently. This is true even in the U.S. where some people say
“IN sur ance” and others say “in SUR ance.”
When pronouncing Latin there are four points to consider: 1) Vowels 2)
Diphthongs 3) Consonants and 4) Accent. Let’s look at each one:

© 2016 Confluence Courseware, LLC All rights reserved.
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Lesson I
1. Vowels
Like English, Latin has five vowels, which can either be long or short. Some words in
Latin texts will have a “macron,” or line (-), over the long vowels. In real Latin, macrons
do not exist. Practice the Latin sounds below with the words listed.
Long Vowels

Short Vowels

a (as in father)
agricolā
e (as in they)
dē
i (as in machine)
deī
o (as in over)
nōmen
u (as in rude)
tū

a (as in Dinah)
agricolā
e (as in pet)
est
i (as in pin)
in
o (as in off)
optimē
u (as in put)
bonum, crusta

PR
2. Diphthongs
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Diphthong is a funny word which is not that complicated. A diphthong is two vowels
that are joined to make one sound. Here is an English diphthong: ai in aisle (“I’ll”).
Diphthongs
ae (as in aisle)
agricolae
au (as in cow)
nauta
ei (as in reign)
hei! (expression of grief)

8

oe (as in boy)
foedus
ui (as in “wee”)
huic
eu (This is an odd one. Say short “e”
and short “u” quickly.)
heu

© 2016 Confluence Courseware, LLC All rights reserved.
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Lesson I
3. Consonants
Consonants are pronounced like English consonants but with these exceptions:
Consonants
bs/bt (as ps or pt; otherwise b sounds like b in boy)
c (always hard as in cat)
cōmoedia, crusta
g (always hard as in get)
glōria, grātia
i (sometimes sounds like “y” as in Iūlius)
Iūlius
q (as in queen; “kw”)
quō
v (as in winter; never a buzzing “v” sound; always “w”)
villa, via

PR

EV
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Lesson I
4. Accent
An accent is a special stress given to syllables.
What is a syllable? A syllable is like a beat in a word. You can tell how many syllables a
word has by carefully noting every move your mouth makes while saying a word. For
example, say “pizza.” Your mouth moves twice: you puff some air making your lips pop
(that’s the “pi”) and then your tongue presses against the back of your top row of teeth (to
make the “tsa”).

PR

As you can tell, Pizza has two syllables, or two beats. Pizza is accented on the first
syllable. You say “PI zza” rather than “pi ZZA.”

EV

Below are the rules for accenting in Latin.
2-Syllable Words

IEW

Accent a word with two syllables on the FIRST syllable.
Ex: via (should be “WE ah”)
silva (should be “SIL wah”)

3-Syllable Words with a long vowel on next to last syllable

Accent a word on the next to last syllable if that vowel is long.
Ex: rēgīna (should be “ray GEE nah”)

3-Syllable Words with a short vowel on next to last syllable

Accent a word on the third to last syllable if the next syllable is short.
Do it this way:
Count backward from the last syllable. The last syllable should be
counted as one. When you get to “three”, put the accent on that syllable
if the next to last is short.
Ex: agricola (should be “ah GRI co lah”)

10
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Lesson I
GRAMMAR: NOUNS

In Latin, Nouns have three extremely important bits of information. Each vocabulary
word will list the three things you need to remember. Learning the word “puella” for girl
in NOT enough. To write and translate in Latin you must remember the following:
1. puella

is nominative singular

2. puellae

is genitive singular

3. puella

is feminine gender (f)

PR

In textbooks and dictionaries nouns will usually be listed and abbreviated like this:

EV

puella, ae, f girl

GRAMMAR QUESTIONS & ANSWERS:

1. What is a noun?

IEW

A noun names a person, place, thing, or idea.

2. What is singular?

Singular means one, and plural means more than one.
3. What is gender? Each Latin noun has one gender.
m stands for Masculine
f stands for Feminine

n stands for Neuter, which means neither masculine nor feminine

Learning the gender is important
especially for knowing what adjective to
use when describing nouns.

© 2016 Confluence Courseware, LLC All rights reserved.
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Lesson I
GRAMMAR: NOUNS

4. What is nominative?
The “nominative case” in Latin is used for subjects. “Puella,” the nominative singular,
is used whenever “girl” (and only one) girl is the subject of the sentence.
5. Where is the word nominative from?

PR

The word nominative is from the Latin word nōmen , or name. Get it? This is the case
that names.
6. How do I use the nominative case?

EV

It’s easy. If you were going to read or write a sentence about
one girl (singular) you would read or write “puella” – because
puella is the name for girl. Here’s an example:

IEW

Puella est laeta. The girl is joyful.

7. How many cases are there?

Good question. There are five main cases for each job the noun has, in both singular
and plural. Every noun can have ten different endings that show the noun jobs. When
a language shows the noun’s job by changing endings to the nouns, it is called
“inflection.” The Latin language is called an “inflective language.” Inflective comes
from the Latin word “inflectere” which means “change into.” Thus, one form of a
noun, such as puella, can change into ten forms. English has only two forms.
Therefore Latin does not show parts of speech by the fixed word order of English (S,
V, IO, DO). Latin shows parts of speech by ending, not word order. Compare the
English and Latin nouns below.

12
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Lesson I
GRAMMAR: NOUNS

Singular – English
girl
girl’s
girl
girl
girl

PR

Plural – English
girls
girls’
girls
girls
girls

Singular- Latin
puella
puellae
puellae
puellam
puellā

Plural - Latin
puellae
puellārum
puellīs
puellās
puellīs

8. Which noun jobs can a noun have? What cases go with each noun job?
Case

EV
Job

Nominative

Subject

Genitive

Possession

Dative

Indirect Object

Accusative

Direct Object
Object of Preposition
Object of Preposition

Ablative

Meaning

What you are
talking about
The owner

The girl’s mother gave the dog a
bone in the backyard
The girl’s mother gave the dog a
bone in the backyard
The girl’s mother gave the dog a
bone in the backyard
The girl’s mother gave the dog a
bone in the backyard
The girl’s mother gave the dog a
bone in the backyard

IEW

Gets the direct
object
Object of the verb
Object of the
preposition

© 2016 Confluence Courseware, LLC All rights reserved.
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Lesson I
GRAMMAR: NOUNS

9. What are the Latin endings for each case? These are the 10 different endings for the
first declension feminine nouns (and first declension adjectives).
Nominative
Genitive
Dative
Accusative
Ablative

Singular (one)

Plural (more than one)

a
ae
ae
am
ā

ae
ārum
īs
ās
īs

PR
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10. Do I need to know all these case endings right now?

IEW

No, but you do need to know the nominative and genitive singular.

Learning the genitive singular is just as important as learning the nominative.

14
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Lesson I
GRAMMAR: NOUNS

11. Why is the genitive singular important?
Because from the genitive ending we find the BASE of the noun.
12. How do you know what the BASE is?
You “chop off” the ending for the genitive singular, which is “ae” for all first
declension nouns. Here’s an example:

PR

Puellae is the genitive singular.

“Chop off” the “ae” to find the base.

EV

puell (base) ae (case ending)

Declensions

1. Declensions – What is a Declension?

IEW

Nouns belong to special families called “Declensions.” There are five special families,
simply called First Declension, Second Declension, Third Declension, Fourth
Declension, and, you guessed it, Fifth Declension. Each family has different case
endings.
2. 1st Declension, Feminine – What is First Declension?

Almost every noun in the first declension is feminine – unless the noun refers to a
man (like agricola – farmer), and then it is masculine.
3. How do I know if a noun is First Declension?
You will know whether a noun is in first declension by checking to see if the genitive
singular ends in “ae.” If so, you know the noun is first declension.

© 2016 Confluence Courseware, LLC All rights reserved.
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Lesson I
DECLENSIONS – 2ND DECLENSION

1. How is the Second Declension different from the First Declension?
a. The nominative masculine noun in the Second Declension can end in “er”, or
“ir”, but most end in “us.”
b. The nominative neuter noun in the Second Declension will end in “um”.

PR

2. What will the genitive in the Second Declension look like?
a. The genitive will always end in “ī” for masculine and neuter nouns.

EV

3. How will I find the BASE for Second Declension nouns?
a. Finding the BASE is still the same: “chop off” the “ī” of the genitive singular.
4. Is anything else different?

IEW

YES. The neuter nouns are the same in the Nominative (subject) and Accusative
(direct object) case.
2nd Declension
Nominative
Genitive
Dative
Accusative
Ablative

16

Masculine Sg.

Masculine Pl.

Neuter Sg.

Neuter Pl.

er, ir or us
ī
ō
um
ō

ī
ōrum
īs
ōs
īs

um
ī
ō
um
ō

a
ōrum
īs
a
īs

© 2016 Confluence Courseware, LLC All rights reserved.
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Lesson I
Conjunctions
1. What is a conjunction?
A conjunction is a joining word. Conjunction is from the Latin verb “Coniungere,”
which means “to join together.” The “I,” in “Coniungere” is pronounced like “y” in
Latin.

PR

2. How can I use conjunctions?
“And” can join words together: “Pizza and pop rocks.” So can “but”: “I liked
smoked fish but not boiled lobster.”

EV

3. Do conjunctions have gender or cases?
No, conjunctions do not have gender or cases.

Prepositions

IEW

“Preposition” comes from a combination of Latin words:

Prae (in front of) and Positus (position).

A preposition then is a word in a position in front of a noun.

A grammar teacher used to say that a good way to remember prepositions is to picture a
mouse and a piece of cheese. These words in bold before “the cheese” are the
prepositions:

The mouse can go on the cheese, above the cheese, behind the
cheese, between the cheese, into the cheese, near the cheese, off
the cheese, over the cheese, through the cheese, toward the
cheese, across the cheese, against the cheese, around the cheese,
below the cheese, beside the cheese, under the cheese, up the
cheese. . .
There are other prepositions, but for now this list will serve us well.
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So far you have learned these Latin Prepositions:
English

Latin

in, on
into
with
from, away from
from, down from
from, out of
under
above
against
through
in back of, after, behind
in front of, before
across
to, toward

PR

in
in
cum
ā, ab
dē
ē, ex
sub
super
contrā
per
post
ante
trāns
ad

EV

Case
ablative
accusative
ablative
ablative
ablative
ablative
ablative
accusative
accusative
accusative
accusative
accusative
accusative
accusative

IEW

When a noun comes after a preposition, the noun will be in a special case. The special
cases we will use are the Accusative case and the Ablative case.
The Ablative singular for 1st declension nouns is “ā”. The Ablative singular for 2nd
declension nouns is “ō.” All you do is “chop off” the genitive ending and add “ā”
or“ō” to the base.
e.g. puell (base) and ā (ablative) turns into “puellā.”
e.g. amīc (base) and ō (ablative) turns into “amīcō.”

The Accusative singular for 1st declension nouns is “am”. The Accusative singular for
2nd declension nouns is “um.” All you do is “chop off” the genitive endings and add
the accusative ending to the base.
e.g. puell (base) and am (accusative) turns into “puellam.”
e.g. amīc (base) and um (accusative) turns into “amīcum.”
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1. What is an adjective?
Adjective comes from the Latin adicere, “to throw toward or add.” An adjective
then is a word thrown toward or added to a noun. If you add a word to a noun, you
are trying to change, or modify, the noun in some way. In other words, you
describe the noun. Here’s an example:

PR

The noun boy can be modified with the adjective happy:

EV

the happy boy

You can probably think of all kinds of words that could modify, or change, the boy
in some way: the big boy, the small boy, the silly boy, the wise boy, the friendly
boy, the wild boy, the mean boy.

IEW

2. Why are there three forms for Latin adjectives in the Vocabulary List?
Like nouns, adjectives also belong to special families called “Declensions,” but
there are only two families. First Declension and Second Declension is one family,
and Third Declension is the other. Adjectives have case endings like nouns. We
will work with First and Second Declension Adjectives for now.

3. Does each adjective have three genders like nouns? YES.

The adjective “big” has three possible genders: M, F, or N.

a. If big modifies a masculine noun, it is “magnus.” (Notice the “us” part looks like a
2nd declension masculine noun, fīlius, which ends in “us.”)
b. If big modifies a feminine noun, it is “magna.” (Notice the “a” part looks like a 1st
declension feminine noun, fīlia, which ends in “a.”)
c. If big modifies a neuter noun, it is “magnum.” (Notice the “um” part looks like a
2nd declension neuter noun, bellum, which ends in “um.”)
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4. How do you know which gender to use when you describe a noun?
Start with the gender of the noun. If the noun is masculine, the adjective
MUST BE masculine!

PR

5. Does anything else have to match besides gender? YES!
Not only does the gender of the adjective need to match with the noun, but so do the
case (nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, ablative) and number (singular or
plural). You have used two cases so far: the nominative and the ablative. If “big”
describes son in the following sentence, it must be in the nominative, masculine,
singular.

EV

IEW

The big son is in the field.

Magnus fīlius est in campō.

Notice that “magnus” matches “fīlius” in case, number and gender. It is nominative
because fīlius is nominative. It is singular in number because there is only one son.
And it is masculine because fīlius is masculine.

The big daughter is in the big field.
Magna fīlia est in magnō campō.

Notice that “magna” matches “fīlia” in case, number, and gender. It is nominative
because fīlia is nominative. It is singular in number because there is only one
daughter. And it is feminine because fīlia is feminine.
Notice that “magnō” matches “campō” in case, number, and gender. It is ablative
because campō is ablative (because the preposition “in” takes the ablative case). It is
singular in number because there is only one field. And it is masculine because
campus is masculine.
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Many times the endings of the adjectives and the nouns are the same. But
sometimes they are different.

PR

The big farmer is with the big poet.

Magnus agricola est cum magnō poētā.

“Magnus” matches “agricola” in case, number and gender. It is nominative because
agricola is nominative. It is singular in number because there is only one farmer. And
it is masculine because agricola is masculine.

EV

6. How are 1st and 2nd declension adjectives listed in textbooks and dictionaries?

IEW

magnus, a, um

7. How do I find the base of the adjective?

♦ Magnus is the nominative masculine.
♦ Magna is the nominative feminine.
♦ Magnum is the nominative neuter.

“Chop off” the feminine “a” or neuter “um” and you have the BASE, “magn.” Do not
use the nominative masculine. Consider the adjective

pulcher, pulchra, pulchrum

in which the masculine adjective loses the “e” when changing to feminine and neuter.
Therefore you must always “chop off” the feminine or neuter ending to find the base.
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